The LAN-based network function is extremely convenient when using multiple projectors in educational and other settings.

**CP-X250 XGA**
- 2000 ANSI Lumens and Compact Body
- Full Connectivity
- Quick Start and Shut Down
- Convenient Lamp Replacement
- USB mouse function
- Security Bar

**CP-S245 SVGA**
- LAN-based Projector Monitoring and Control
- LAN-based Network Function
- 2000 ANSI Lumens and Compact Body
- Full Connectivity
- Quick Start and Shut Down
- Convenient Lamp Replacement
- My Screen Function
- Security Bar

**CP-S240 SVGA**
- 2000 ANSI Lumens and Compact Body
- Full Connectivity
- Quick Start and Shut Down
- Convenient Lamp Replacement
- My Screen Function
- Security Bar

2,000 ANSI Lumens and Compact Body
With a 2.3 Kg (5 lbs) lightweight body, these projectors have a high brightness of 2,000 ANSI Lumens. You can take them to teach classes and make presentations without being weighed down by the power source. (*36% power reduction: 1.8 Kg (4 lbs) * 3.3 lbs power consumption: 300W)

**Full Connectivity**
These models are equipped with a wide variety of terminals including the RGB input, S-Video input, Composite input, Component input, RGB output, USB mouse function, and RS-232C(CP-X250/CP-S245/CP-S240 only)

**Quick Start and Shut Down**
It is no longer necessary to wait for the lamp to cool down after power is turned on or off. You can start the power on or off at any time. In standby mode, sound is generated when power is turned on or off. It’s a convenient way to start using the projector.

**Convenient Lamp Replacement**
The lamp can be replaced with ease by removing the lamp door on the top of the projector. You can even change the lamp easily when the projector is suspended from the ceiling.

**My Screen Function**
This function allows you to store a screen image by connecting a personal computer or DVD player. The screen image can be projected onto the screen at any time by simply selecting the stored image. (CP-X250/CP-S245/CP-S240 only)

**Security Bar**
This projector also comes with a security bar that helps prevent the projector from being stolen when a dock is installed with a chain.

**Other Features**
- Ceiling Mount
- 5 Position Zoom
- Keystone Correction
- New XGA Resolutions

*E-mail Alert
Using Image Manager Pro, you can use this projector to send out emails when your computer has an error.

**Scheduling Function**
The projector automatically sends out e-Mails when the projector has an error or achieves your goals. The schedule can be created with the computer.